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please note: before making your project, check for any pattern updates at windhamfabrics.com’s free projects section. 

this is a digital representation of the quilt top, fabric may vary.
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KEY FABRIC SKU YD CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

A 53614-1 
Charcoal

1/4 Pieced Blocks 
(1) 6-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (4) 6-1/2” squares.

B
53615-2 
Paper 
White

C
53616-4 

Misty 
Blue

D
53617-2 
Paper 
White

E 53618-5 
Yellow

F 53618-1 
Charcoal 1/2

Pieced Blocks 
(1) 7-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (20) 1-1/2” x  7-1/2" rectangles.

(1) 6-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (20) 1-1/2" x 6-1/2” rectangles.

G
53618-8 

Teal
includes 
Binding

1-1/4

Pieced Blocks 
(2) 7-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut (40) 1-1/2” x  7-1/2" and  
      (12) 1-1/2" x 6-1/2" rectangles.

(1) 6-1/2” x WOF strip; subcut (28) 1-1/2" x 6-1/2” rectangles.

Binding: (5) 2-1/2” x WOF strips.

H 37098-74 
Almond 1

Pieced Blocks: (2) 1-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut (40) 1-1/2” squares. 

sashing Rectangles: (4) 1-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut  
     (15) 1-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangles.

sashing stRiPs: (4) 1-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut (4) 1-1/2” x 35-1/2” strips. 

outeR BoRdeR: (5) 2-1/2” x WOF strips; subcut (2) 2-1/2” x 39-1/2” 
strips from (2) WOF strips. Piece remaining (3) WOF strips and subcut 
(2) 2-1/2” x 44-1/2” strips.

Backing 2-3/4 47” x 56” piece of batting.

wof = width of fabric

Project Disclaimer: Every effort has been made to ensure that all projects are error free. All the information is presented in good faith, 
however, no warranty can be given nor results guaranteed. Therefore, we assume no responsibility nor damages that may occur when  
referring to this pattern. When errors are brought to our attention, we make every effort to correct and post a revision as soon as  
possible. We suggest you check windhamfabrics.com for pattern updates and to test the pattern prior to making the project.  
Test templates first, before cutting all the pieces. Free projects are not for resale.
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PIECED BLOCKS

Fabric a is Directional. orient the block Pieces aPProPriately.

1.   Sew (2) G 1” x 6-1/2” rectangles to the opposite sides of (1) A 6-1/2” square, followed by  
      (2) G 1” x 7-1/2” rectangles to the top and bottom sides of the same A square.

2.   Sew together (1) H 1-1/2” square and (1) F 1-1/2” x 6-1/2” rectangle to make a column unit.  
      Sew unit to the right of Step 1 unit. 

3.   Sew together (1) H 1-1/2” square and (1) F 1-1/2” x 7-1/2” rectangle to make a row unit. Sew  
      unit to the bottom of Step 2 unit to complete (1) Pieced Block, measuring 8-1/2” square  
      unfinished. Make (4).

4.   Repeat Steps 1-3 to make (4) Pieced Blocks using each of the following prints:

steP 1

G A

steP 2
H

FF

H FF

steP 3 Pieced Block (A)

Make (4) 
MeasuRes 8-1/2" squaRe unfinished.

BB CC DD EE
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RefeR to quilt iMage foR Block PlaceMent and oRientation.

5.   Arrange and sew together (4) Pieced Blocks and (3) H 1-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangles to make a pieced  
      row. Make (5). Row 1 is shown below.

6.   Sew together pieced rows, alternating with (4) H 1-1/2” x 35-1/2” sashing strips to complete quilt  
      center.

 
BORDER

7.   Sew (2) H 2-1/2” x 44-1/2” strips to the opposite long sides of quilt center, followed by  
      (2) H 2-1/2” x 39-1/2” strips to the remaining opposite short sides of quilt center to complete  
       quilt top.

H H H
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QUILT ASSEMBLY DIAGRAM

FINISHING: Layer quilt top, batting and backing together to form quilt sandwich.  
                     Baste and quilt as desired. Bind using G 2-1/2” strips.
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